Tree volume estimation with terrestrial laser scanning — Testing for bias in a 3D virtual environment
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A B S T R A C T

Tree volume is a key feature in forest monitoring, delivering information, such as wood availability or forest carbon balance. To date, tree volume, i.e. the total volume of the above ground woody parts of a tree, cannot be measured directly with conventional tools. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) offers the potential to directly measure tree volume. However, its application in forest monitoring requires a profound understanding of the precision and accuracy of retrieval approaches. In this study, we present a simulation environment for evaluating TLS application in forest inventories. We investigate the influence of understory density, scanner placement and TLS sensor type on volume estimation of tree parts of varying diameters. Using information from 30 sample plots from the Swiss NFI to simulate 197 sample trees, we evaluate three understory densities, five scanner locations and their combinations and three realistic and one hypothetic (geometric scanning) TLS sensor types. We show that tree volume estimates from point clouds are biased to certain extent: from about 25% for small trees to a few percent for larger trees above 40 cm diameter at breast height (DBH). Especially small tree parts (diameters < 7 cm) lack accurate and precise estimation. In small trees with 12 cm DBH they are overestimated by 110% in average with a high variation, whereas they are underestimated in large trees, i.e. with DBH ≥ 75 cm, by 50% in average. Volume estimation of small tree parts is subject to physical limits of TLS, however the estimation of volume of large tree parts could be feasible with appropriate TLS settings and field protocols. Nevertheless, tree volume estimation using TLS must be understood in greater depth before it can be applied regularly in forest inventories.

1. Introduction

National forest inventories (NFI) are an established process to provide data, on the national and the international level, on forests and their contribution to human welfare (FOREST EUROPE, 2015; MacDicken et al., 2016). The impact of global climate change leads to greater interest in the role of forests as carbon sinks or sources (Pan et al., 2011). Tree volume, i.e. the total volume of the above ground woody parts of a tree, which is closely connected to tree biomass and carbon stock, is one of the most important forest features forming the basis of NFI reporting. With traditional NFI tools, such as the calliper to measure tree diameters, tree volume cannot be measured directly. Volume and biomass are derived with allometric models using tree diameter at breast height (DBH) as the most important explanatory variable (Chave et al., 2014; Brassel and Lischke, 2001). However, these models suffer from the lack of variables describing the tree above the breast height. Sometimes tree height and the upper diameter of the tree stem can be measured in the field, providing more accurate volume estimates for the tree stem. Nonetheless, for the volume of tree branches, allometric relationships between the stem and the tree crown (branches) are applied. In Switzerland these models are based on historical destructive sampling data (Brassel and Lischke, 2001), that is not completely representative for the whole country. Yet, from an inventory statistical point of view, calibration of volume models on trees from the sampling grid of the NFI would be beneficial. Saarinen et al. (2017) or Calders et al. (2020) point out that there is a growing interest in utilizing terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) as a basis for developing stem volume models. TLS is a technology that could provide accurate measurements of complete trees in a high degree of detail. For inventory purposes, however, it is crucial to know the accuracy and precision of TLS-based volume estimates aiming for bias-free estimates of tree volume. Furthermore, additional measurements usually lead to additional costs. Hence, a possible improvement of volume estimations
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with TLS measurements compared with the current allometric approach must be proven before TLS can be implemented in the NFI workflow. Demol et al. (2021) compared TLS-derived tree volume to 65 trees destructively measured trees in Belgium. Kükenbrink et al. (2021) compared TLS-derived biomass estimation of 55 urban trees with allometric equations and total tree weight. Saarinen et al. (2017) investigated the applicability of TLS in the development of new stem volume models (equations) based on diameter measurements through cylinder-fitting along the stem on 9 destructively sampled trees. Caldera et al. (2015) compared biomass estimates applying the software treesQSM (Raumonen et al., 2013) on TLS point clouds of 74 destructively sampled trees in an Australian Eucalyptus forest. Bremer et al. (2013) investigated the influence of various TLS scanning settings (angular resolution, single and multiple scanning) by manipulating the point cloud of one scanned tree from 3 different scanning locations. These studies give insight in TLS application characteristics in specific situations. However, every intended TLS application might have its own peculiarities, owing to the forest structure, the TLS device or the applied algorithms.

As point cloud acquisitions and collecting meaningful ground truth data, e.g. by destructive sampling, are labour intensive, generating TLS readings from synthetic forest plots is a way of evaluating TLS approaches at a relatively low cost. LiDAR in forested environments has been simulated before (e.g. Lewis, 1999; Lovell et al., 2005; Kukko and Hyvypää, 2007; Van der Zande et al., 2008; Morisdorf et al., 2009; Disney et al., 2010; Gastellu-Etchegorry et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2022), however, most of these approaches are focused on airborne LiDAR simulations with different observation geometries and distances. Nevertheless some authors (e.g. Binney and Sukhatme, 2009; Disney et al., 2012; Raumonen et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2022), simulate TLS data of one tree (or tree part) to validate approaches of tree reconstruction or plant movement quantification from forest TLS point clouds. As stated by various authors (e.g. Watt and Donoghue, 2005; Van der Zande et al., 2006; Trochta et al., 2013), occlusion is a major problem for TLS in forests. One way to overcome this problem is by combining multiple point clouds from different locations in a stand. Different scanner placement patterns are described in the literature (e.g. Watt and Donoghue, 2005; Wezyk et al., 2007; Yang et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016). Trochta et al. (2013) evaluated different distances between scanners and trees for an optimal stem recognition, whereas Van der Zande et al. (2008) compared 3 scanner position combinations in 3 stands. Saarinen et al. (2017) tested different distances between scanner and tree and evaluated the influence of multiple scanning on the improvement of the stem volume estimation. A more extensive evaluation of possible scanning positions in a wide range of stand properties was conducted by Abegg et al. (2017). However, they assessed forest stands and scanner placement in terms of optimal visibility only, in a highly abstract virtual environment.

For the application of TLS in forest inventories, the parameters influencing LiDAR point cloud characteristics, such as stand condition, stem and understory density, TLS device, scanner placement and tree shape, must be understood in detail for estimates including tree volume. The added cost and complexity of introducing TLS to NFIs have to be offset by an increase in wood volume retrieval quality. The latter has the dimensions precision (variation), accuracy (bias) and extent (e.g. by sampling more trees and/or more parts of trees).

In this study, we introduce an evaluation approach for TLS applications in forest inventories and we use tree volume as the target variable. To confirm the hypothesis of Abegg et al. (2021) and Demol et al. (2022), that only larger object diameters can be represented by TLS, the volume of the trees was divided into merchantable wood, which comprises all above-ground parts with a diameter ≥ 7 cm, and the wood of small branches and the tree top, which comprises the above-ground tree parts < 7 cm in diameter.

Hence, the goal of this study is to (i) implement a TLS simulation environment for forest inventories, (ii) compare different TLS sensor types, (iii) determine the influence of object diameters on volume estimates, (iv) check whether understory density affects the quality of tree volume estimates and (v) test whether including multiple scanner locations improves the precision of volume estimates.
Implemented features were the prefiltering of points, the distance devi-
ation of points from the objects surfaces and the triggering of multiple
echoes from one laser pulse in cases where the Gaussian shaped virtual
laser pulse intersects with multiple objects. Prefiltering, as used here,
means removing certain ambiguous points from the point cloud by
the scanning device already during scanning. Furthermore, any angular
resolution, laser beam diameter upon exit from the device, and beam
divergence can all be simulated. In this publication, we additionally
implemented Lambertian scattering, i.e. reflected light intensity, with
values from 0 to 1, follows the cosine of the incident angle on the
objects' surface. This on the one hand uses more realistic reflected laser
pulse energy for the triggering and on the other hand delivers light
intensity for each point in the resulting point cloud (see Fig. 1).

2.2.2. Point cloud processing

The simulation of laser scanning with an angular resolution of 0.04°
is computationally demanding. In order to reduce the calculation time,
the scan of one scene was divided into 150 longitudinal (horizontal)
lices. The simulation of one slice loaded the complete 3D forest scene,
to only scan 2.4° in latitudinal direction, covering the whole section
from the zenith to the lowest scanning angle towards the ground. This
enables the TLS simulation of each slice of the scene separately, via
parallel processing on a high performance computer. The point cloud
for one scanning position was then recomposed from the different
lices. Since one slice was simulated with the complete 3D forest scene
and the scanning angles were defined continuously for all slices, the
composed point cloud was exactly the same as if simulated for the
whole 360° in one take. Since the exact location of the simulated
scans was known, single scan point clouds could be easily composed
to multiple scanning locations. With the known positions of the trees,
height of the understorey layer and extent of the tree crowns, the trees
were clipped automatically from the point cloud, without the need for
an error-prone manual or automated segmentation.

2.3. Volume calculation

In this study, we compared the volume of the 3D tree models (see
Section 2.1.2) with the tree volumes calculated from the simulated
point clouds.

The volume derivation of the 3D model works as follows: The
Blender sapling tree add-on defines trees as a Bezier curve with diame-
ters assigned along the curve. In Blender, the diameter, which describes
a tube-like shape, is named bevel. For the processing of the tree model,
each branch is labelled with a separate identifier. With a Blender native
function, we converted the curves and their corresponding bevels to
closed, triangulated meshes for each tree part (stem, branches, twigs).
The defined trees still had overlapping parts at each branch start. The
reason is, that the branch was originally defined as a line (curve) with
no diameter, so the origin of a branch was always in the centre of
the parent branch/stem. We removed these overlapping parts using
a Blender native functionality to avoid double accounting for their
volume.

To investigate the influence of the object diameter on the volume
estimate, the branches were cut off at 7 cm (threshold for merchantable
wood). This enabled us to calculate the total tree volume, the volume
of tree parts with diameters above the threshold (merchantable wood)
and their difference (the volume of small tree parts). We used geomet-
ric functions to iterate through the stem and branches to search the
diameter threshold.

The volume of the trees was calculated according to the procedure
described by Zhang and Chen (2001): each triangle of the object’s
mesh structure represents a tetrahedron with the origin of the scene
and hence a specific volume. The volume of these tetrahedrons can be
positive or negative relative to the direction of the normal vector. The
sum of all (positive and negative) volumes equals the volume of the
whole tree.

The tree volume derived from the point cloud was calculated ac-
cording to Raumonen et al. (2011, 2013) with an open-source Matlab
script called treeQSM. TreeQSM was tested with field measurements
and with simulated data (Brende et al., 2019; Lau et al., 2019; Pirkänen
et al., 2019; Calders et al., 2015; Dinsley et al., 2012). TreeQSM can run
its volume estimations with different starting parameters, influencing
the outcome of the estimate. We tested two parameters each for mini-
um patch size of the cover sets in the second cover (0.03, 0.04) and
relative length (length/radius) of the cylinders to be fitted (2, 4). The
rest of the starting parameters were set to a fixed value: 0.1 as patch
size of the first uniform-size cover, 0.1 as the maximum cover set size
in the stem’s base in the second cover and 3 as the relative radius for
outlier point filtering.

2.4. Workflow of simulation and analysis

2.4.1. Preparatory steps: selection of the parameters to be tested

We selected 30 sample plots which fulfil the following conditions:
only deciduous, living and standing trees of various diameters (12–
87 cm) in single-layered stands with various tree numbers per plot
(2–17). The diameter distribution of the sample trees is displayed in
Fig. 2.

The five scanner locations were selected manually so that locations
were equally distributed within the sample plot and covered various
aspects of the trees, following the recommendations of Abegg et al.
(2017). One scanner location was set to the centre of the sample plot.
The five scanner locations on a 200 m² sample plot lead to a scanner
location density of 50 scanner locations per hectare.

We selected three different densities of the understorey layer: 0 (no
understorey at all), 11 200 and 32 000 individuals per hectare. These
densities were implemented on each of the 30 sample plots.

The angular resolution of the scanner was set to 0.04° and the
height of the scanner above ground to 0.98 m. For the comparison
of different scanning systems, we implemented four different signal
triggering approaches according to Abegg et al. (2021). The ‘geometric’
scanning system is a hypothetical laser scanner, scanning with an
infinitesimally small laser beam diameter producing no noise. The ‘L-
system’ is based on a Leica BLK360 scanner. It is a discrete TLS
system which triggers one point per laser pulse, even though being a time
of flight LiDAR system. It performs prefiling of laser pulses hitting
multiple objects. The ‘F-system’, based on a Faro 3D is a discrete TLS
system as well. When its laser pulses intersect with multiple objects, it
either prefilters the signal, returning no point, or it displays two kinds
of distance deviation from the actual objects, depending on the distance
of the objects to each other. This behaviour partly results from being
a phase shift LiDAR system. The signal triggering of the ‘R-system’ is

Fig. 1. Simulated sample plot with trees and understorey (32 000 saplings per hectare).
Left side: rendered image of the stand 3D model. Right side: Point cloud of a simulated
terrestrial lasercan (R-system) from the plot centre. The point cloud colours refer to
the reflected light intensity: blue equals low intensity, green equals medium intensity
and red equals high intensity.

Fig. 2. Simulated sample plot with trees and understorey (32 000 saplings per hectare).
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Our goal was to compare TLS scans of the sample trees and the scanner. Our goal was to compare TLS scans of the

understorey height was set to 4 m. Additionally, the understorey trees consisted of individuals with one of three branching levels (1, 2 and 3), the understorey density per hectare to be evaluated. The sapling trees instances of three sapling tree models (see Section 2.1.2) according to

objects. We used the particle system to fill the Blender forest scene with

demand considerably, allowing scenes to consist of more than 10,000 instances of any previously defined object. This reduces memory linking existing tree models to a scene, defining the random location of instances of any previously defined object. This reduces memory

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Simulated TLS system</th>
<th>Beam diameter at exit [mm]</th>
<th>Beam divergence [mrad]</th>
<th>Uncertainty in distance measurement [mm]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Geometric</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L-system</td>
<td>3.82</td>
<td>0.68</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F-system</td>
<td>4.24</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-system</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

based on a Riegl VZ-1000 system. It has noise properties similar to the F-system. Since it is able to produce multiple echoes from one laser pulse, as a time of flight LiDAR system, some points laterally deviate from the objects surfaces, because their laser beam cones only touched the object at their fringes (for details see Abegg et al., 2021).

Even though the simulated scanning systems are an abstraction of real-life models, we chose their laser beam properties and distance noise (see Table 1) according to available information on these scanning systems. The parameters for the R-system refer to a Riegl VZ-400 system which is more common to forest applications than the VZ-1000. The uncertainty in distance measurement follows the data sheets of the manufacturers, nevertheless their specification of ‘range accuracy’ (actually meaning precision) or ‘noise’ might not be exactly the same as in the simulation. We did not simulate a general bias, i.e. lack of accuracy, in the distance measurement even though we observed such behaviour, dependent on the surface properties, in lab tests.

2.4.2. Preparation and scanning of 3D sample plot

The 3D scene to be scanned was composed of the previously defined and measured 3D tree models (see Sections 2.1.1 and 2.1.2) which were linked to the scene and a forest ground containing the understorey as a particle system. The particle system is a Blender functionality, similar to linking existing tree models to a scene, defining the random location of instances of any previously defined object. This reduces memory demand considerably, allowing scenes to consist of more than 10,000 objects. We used the particle system to fill the Blender forest scene with instances of three sapling tree models (see Section 2.1.2) according to the understorey density per hectare to be evaluated. The sapling trees consisted of individuals with one of three branching levels (1, 2 and 3), which were then randomly selected to compose the understorey. The understorey height was set to 4 m. Additionally, the understorey trees were not placed within a buffer of 0.5 m around the locations of the sample trees and the scanner. Our goal was to compare TLS scans of the same scenes with and without an understorey layer (see Section 2.4.1).

In brief, for each scanner location and tested understorey density, the virtual sample plot scenes were scanned with the before-defined TLS specifications.

2.4.3. Preparation and analysis of point cloud

The single scan point clouds were then registered to a multiple-scan point cloud combining the point clouds of the five scanner locations on each sample plot in the following way: combination of the two opposite scanner locations, combination of the two opposite scanner locations with the central location, combination of all scanner locations without the central location, and combination of all scanner locations. Since the scanner location in the simulation was known precisely, registration did not lead to additional noise in the point clouds.

The trees were clipped from the point clouds using the known location, height, crown base height and understorey height. With the before described combinations of scanning systems, understorey densities, scanner location and scanner location combinations, this resulted in a total of 26,004 tree point clouds.

Often point clouds are filtered in one or the other way before further processing. Especially for scanning systems similar to the here presented R-system, filtering is applied, since without filtering the point clouds tend to be very noisy due to the high sensitivity of these systems. We applied a filtering of the R-system point clouds, that removes all points with an intensity below 0.1. Intensity as used here, is the potentially reflected energy, with values between 0 and 1, of a laser pulse hitting an objects surface, dependent on the incident angle and the fraction of the laser beam that hits the object.

The tree point clouds were then analysed in Matlab using tree-QSM (Raumonen et al., 2013), providing the tree volume above and below the diameter threshold of 7 cm.

3. Results

3.1. Influence of scanning system on volume estimations

As described in Abegg et al. (2021), the TLS simulation environment can simulate different LiDAR echo triggering systems. For this study, we tested three TLS scanner types (L-system, F-system, R-system) based on real TLS devices and a geometric scanning (using an infinitesimally small laser beam) to compare the results of the realistic systems with a “perfect” scanning system. The L-system, based on a Leica BLK360, prefilters ambiguous LiDAR pulses reflected by multiple objects (mixed pixel effect). Similarly, the F-system, based on a Faro3D, includes
the mean deviations). The upper panels show the bias of the volume estimates for merchantable wood (diameter ≥ 7 cm), and the lower panels show the bias of the volume for small branches and the tree top (diameter < 7 cm). The left panels show the outcome of geometric scanning (with infinitesimally small laser beams), whereas the right panels show the outcome of realistic signal triggering approaches.

3.2. Influence of object size on volume estimation

Fig. 5 shows the bias of wood volume estimates, derived by QSM, applied to the simulated point clouds of trees scanned from multiple scanning positions with the L-system. For merchantable wood (diameter ≥ 7 cm) the QSM consistently overestimates the true volume. The bias of the volume estimate in relation to the respective tree volume is considerably high (up to a mean of 25%), especially for small trees. However, absolute values in m³ are larger for big trees. When small branches and the tree top (diameter < 7 cm) are considered, the QSM derived values show considerable over- or under-estimations, depending on the tree size. Furthermore, the variation in the relative bias of small branches and the tree top is far higher compared with the values for merchantable wood.

3.3. Influence of understorey on volume estimations

Fig. 6 shows the potential influence of understorey density on the volume estimates for point clouds from five different locations scanned with the L-system. In the simulations, there seems to be no influence of the understorey, even with understorey stem densities of 32 000 pieces per hectare. Also the ratio of failed volume calculations, due to severe occlusion of the tree stems, remains the same. This might be due to the fact, that even 32 000 saplings per hectare, result in around 3 pieces per m². And if they do not carry leaves, occlusion is rather weak (as a visual inspection of the point clouds confirms).

3.4. Influence of multiple scanner positions on volume estimations

Fig. 7 compares the volume estimates of point clouds with different numbers of combined scanner locations simulated with the L-system. Among the point clouds from multiple scanning locations there are only small visible differences. For merchantable wood, the estimates become more stable with more combined scanner positions. Interestingly, the estimates for small branches and tree top, become less stable with more combined scanner positions. Furthermore they slightly tend to an overestimation compared to the single scans. Additionally, the number of failed QSMs, due to severe occlusion of the tree stem, for single scan positions is higher than the number of failed QSMs for the combined scanner locations (4.5% vs 0.2%).
Fig. 4. Influence of the scanning system and the tree diameter on breast height (DBH) on the number of points on the tree surface of point clouds from one scanning positions in simulated forest stands. The green line is a “loess” smoothing line on the data (R Core Team, 2017). The left panel shows the outcome of geometric scanning (with infinitesimally small laser beams), whereas the right panels show the outcome of realistic signal triggering approaches.

Fig. 5. Influence of object size on the quality of volume estimates from point clouds with multiple scanning positions in simulated stands by the L-system. For each tree point cloud, the range of deviation (bias) of the QSM output compared with the actual volume of the 3D model is displayed as blue dots in percentage [%] and absolute values [m$^3$]. The green line is a “loess” smoothing line on the data (R Core Team, 2017). The upper panels show the bias of the volume estimates for merchantable wood (diameter $\geq$ 7 cm), and the lower panels show the bias of volume estimates for small branches and the tree top (diameter $<$ 7 cm).

4. Discussion

In this study, we present a simulation approach which enables the evaluation of TLS application in forest inventories. As an example, we investigate the influence of TLS device, understory density and scanner placement on the quality of tree volume estimates in deciduous forest stands without foliage.

A wide variety of possible TLS applications in forest inventories can be tested with the presented simulation environment. In particular, specific situations can be investigated under different conditions, e.g. with and without understory or with different TLS devices. Another advantage of the simulation is the availability of a perfect “ground truth”, i.e. the exact volume of the used tree models is known.

Nevertheless, simulating realistic forest environments can be very complex and the implementation effort is considerable. Further, simulations are always an abstraction of reality, and the results of such simulations should therefore be interpreted carefully. For this study, we chose an easily parametrizable tree model to be used within the 3D content creation suite Blender. It enables influencing a wide range of tree properties, such as diameter, tapering, length, curvature and orientation of the stem and branches. However, the difference to real tree structures is its helical branch placement on parent branches/stems. This structure is encountered in real trees as well (alternate branching), but does not cover all existing branching structures (e.g., opposite branching, whorled branching). Nevertheless, also with the helical branching structure any branch density can be emulated. Furthermore,
Fig. 6. Influence of understorey density on the quality of volume estimates from point clouds generated with the L-system. For each tree point cloud, the range of deviation (bias) of the QSM output compared with the actual volume of the 3D model is displayed. The upper panels show the bias of the volume estimates for merchantable wood (diameter \( \geq 7 \) cm), and the lower panels show the bias of the volume estimates for small branches and the tree top (diameter \(< 7 \) cm). From left to right, an increasing stem number (nUs) of understorey trees (4 m in height) is shown: 0, 11 200 and 32 000 pieces per hectare. The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds, and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimates resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.

Fig. 7. Relative bias of QSM volume estimates in simulated with the L-system in forest environments with different numbers of combined scanning locations, for merchantable wood (\( \geq 7 \) cm diameter) and small branches/tree top (\(< 7 \) cm diameter). The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimate resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.
treeQSM is designed to estimate the volume (and other parameters) of any kind of tree-like structure, without constraints on a specific tree architecture. Hence, we are confident that the findings concerning limitations of volume estimation with TLS are realistic within our study constraints (e.g., tree model, stand structure and scanning system).

Computing resources for these TLS simulations were considerably high, in a way that access to a high-performance computer with several hundred CPUs is a requirement when calculation time should not exceed months.

The simulations show, that overall, the scanning system perform similar in volume estimation of the 3D tree models, with a bias in all volume estimates, however related to tree size or tree part size (see Fig. 5). This is especially the case when laser beam diameters are in a similar range for the different devices, as it is the case with most commonly used TLS devices in forest research (see Table 1).

Most notably, the estimate of merchantable wood (diameter ≥ 7 cm) is considerably more precise (less variation) and accurate (less bias) than the volume estimates of small tree parts (small branches and tree top). According to Disney et al. (2012) and Calders et al. (2015) the tree volume estimates are dependent on the starting parameters of the treeQSM approach. Hence, as Fig. 5 implies, starting parameters as well as the volume estimation are much more sensitive to variation for small tree parts. In the case of accuracy, Raumonen et al. (2013) described an overestimation resulting from the treeQSM approach, whereas Calders et al. (2015) or Demol et al. (2022) observed this effect when comparing volume estimates with measurements of destructively sampled trees. The overestimation seems to originate from an overestimation of small tree parts. The reason for this effect becomes evident, when comparing the geometric scanning with the L-system in Fig. 3. The only TLS characteristics implemented in the L-system are prefiltering and distance noise. It seems, the distance noise leads to a severe overestimation of small tree parts, this is especially visible for the small branches and tree top (< 7 cm) but also in the merchantable wood estimates of smaller trees, up to about 25 cm DBH. Smaller trees are composed of small tree compartments, where a distance noise of 4 mm (as with the L-system, see Table 1) apparently has a considerable influence. The overestimation becomes even stronger, when there is additional mixed pixel noise, as implemented in the F-system (see Fig. 3). This noise effect increases when scanning small objects, owing to the increased common occurrence of edge (or mixed pixel) effects, i.e. a laser pulse intersecting with multiple objects and therefore possibly producing points away from an object’s surface. Comparing the geometric system with the realistic ones, Fig. 4 shows the additional points due to the simulation of laser pulses with a certain diameter. These additional points originate from laser pulses, that did not hit the branches with their laser beam centre. As stated above, these additional points arise in a higher density on small branches. These noise effects, distance noise and mixed pixel noise, could lead to volume overestimation, because the branch diameter appears to be larger with noise. A visual analysis of the overlay of the 3D tree model with QSM cylinders, as displayed in the panels (a.I) to (a.III) in Fig. 8 reveal the overestimation of small tree parts. Often cylinders are relatively large compared to the branches they represent. In case of the R-system, which has mixed pixel and distance noise as well, multiple echo triggering and intensity filtering seem to alleviate the overestimation. Hence sophisticated ways of filtering point clouds, e.g. as demonstrated by Wilkes et al. (2021), could have a favourable effect on the volume estimation.

Another effect, counteracting to the overestimation due to noise, is missing information in point clouds, mostly due to occlusion but also due to angular resolution of the scanner and the distance of the object.
to the scanner. This is clearly visible in Fig. 3 of the geometric scanning of small branches and tree top. This effect seems to be connected with tree size, where the tree crown becomes more complex and occlusion effects increase, i.e. Fig. 5 displays negative bias for large trees. The hypothesis for underestimation due to missing information in the point cloud is further supported by the analysis of Abegg et al. (2021), exploring the interaction of laser beam diameter and object size in TLS applications. The study demonstrated that small objects often lack a sufficient representation in the point cloud or are even completely invisible (occluded or not hit by a laser pulse due to scanner resolution), especially when situated at a large distance to the scanner and in a high density (e.g. in the tree crown). Fig. 8 with panels (b.I) and (b.II) shows an example where the gap in a point cloud leads to a stop in cylinder fitting, leaving a whole branch not considered by the QSM. The distance to “jump” over such gaps are part of the QSM parametrization.

Direct estimation of small tree parts from TLS point clouds, e.g. by the application of QSM, seems to be at its limit, due to either missing information in the point cloud or due to various noise effects. Nevertheless, small tree parts contribute far less to the total tree volume, reducing their biasing influence on the total tree volume (see Fig. 5 on the right hand side).

We were not able to see an effect of understorey density on the quality of the volume estimates from TLS point clouds, even with high densities of 32 000 understorey trees per hectare. The possible influence of understorey on the applied TLS systems is either occlusion, prefiltering, small distance deviation (some centimetres) on objects edges, or large distance deviation of the triggered laser echoes. The last of these effects arises when laser beams intersect with multiple objects with nearly the same amount of energy (only in F-system, as phase shift LiDAR). However, the setup of the forest scenes in this study was designed to allow an automatic clipping of the tree point clouds from the rest of the scene (i.e. clear separation of understorey layer from tree crowns and stem in the 3D models). That way, noise points, far from the tree crown or even close to the stem, were mostly clipped automatically from the tree point cloud. Therefore, a fraction of the distance noise did not interfere with the treeQSM for the volume estimation. Furthermore, the effect of occlusion and prefiltering (removing points based on ambiguous distance measurements), was not strong enough to reduce the quality of volume estimation systematically. A comparison of the point density on the tree surface as displayed in Fig. A.5 shows no visible difference between different understorey densities. 32 000 understorey trees per hectare result in even less than 4 pieces per m², which is not the highest density encountered in forests. Additionally, these virtual saplings did not carry leaves and were of a clear shape with small diameters leading to a rather low occlusion effect (see Fig. 1). Finally, real forest environments may also consist of coniferous understorey and scanning is sometimes performed during the leaf-on period; one would expect considerably stronger occlusion effects in such cases.

The combination of multiple scans from different locations is usually applied to mitigate the influence of occlusion (e.g. Watt and Donoghue, 2005; Hilker et al., 2012). In this study, the combination of point clouds from multiple scanning locations does not show a clear favourable effect on the bias of the volume estimates of large tree parts, as one would expect. This might be due to relatively low occlusion levels, without leaves or coniferous trees and other additional occluding factors occurring in real life scanning situations. However, a slight reduction in variability of the QSM estimates can be seen. On the other hand, there is a clear influence on the bias in the estimation of small tree parts, shifting the bias towards an overestimation with additional scan positions. Additionally, the variability in the volume estimates increases as the number of combined scanning locations increases. As Figs. A.1, A.2, A.3 and A.4 in the Appendix show, the increasing variability is due to the simulated realistic laser echo triggering system. As the realistic systems are subject to certain degree of uncertainty in distance measurement or introduce slight distance deviations at objects’ edges, every additional scanning perspective adds noise according to the respective scanning direction to the object. The latter was described by Binney and Sukhatme (2009), whereas both noise effects are observed by many TLS practitioners. This additional noise in interaction with the treeQSM influences the outcome of the volume estimation, i.e., by connecting point cloud patches over “false” gaps (see Fig. 8). Furthermore, additional points from different scanner locations increase the density of noise, which could be interpreted as proper points from objects instead of being filtered out by the treeQSM algorithm.

The implemented realistic systems are based on laboratory experiments investigating the behaviour of TLS scanners when scanning edges of objects (Abegg et al., 2021). However, under real conditions there are many more factors influencing laser scanning, such as reflectance properties of the scanned objects, movement of the scanned trees and more complex “mixed pixel” situations than tested in the laboratory, some of them leading to further noise effects in the point cloud. We assume that in comparison with point clouds from real forest scenes retrieved with a real scanner of the same type as simulated, that the simulated point cloud is relatively clean. Hence, noise effects on volume estimation in real forests might be even higher than in this study.

The tree models used here do not represent the variety of existing trees, but rather a deciduous-tree-like structure without leaves. An application of TLS in forest inventories has to additionally handle coniferous trees and different branching structures. Furthermore, the stand structure in Switzerland, and elsewhere, can be far more complex than the single or double layered structure considered in this study, with an upper layer of adult trees and an understorey layer. The negative effects of TLS applications observed here are possibly even stronger when TLS is applied in a forest inventory. Nevertheless, we assume that noise effects and partly occlusion effects, however on a ‘low’ level, influencing the performance of treeQSM in volume estimation, as tested for stand and TLS specifications within this study, are similar to those observed in reality.

5. Conclusion

This simulation study strongly supports the findings of various authors that small branches are difficult to estimate with QSMs applied to TLS point clouds. The combination of multiple TLS scans even seem to exacerbate this effect in estimating volumes of small tree parts. On the other hand, volume estimates for merchantable wood of larger trees might be estimated with a small bias of a few percent of the total tree volume. Large trees (and large tree parts) contribute most to woody volume and biomass of forests, e.g. in Switzerland 79% of the stem volume of living trees is accounted for trees with DBH > 30 cm (Abegg et al., 2014). If future TLS research is able to find ways of estimating (merchantable) tree volume with an acceptable level of accuracy (and precision), TLS has the potential to become integrated in future NFI field campaigns. The way to go could be, understand the most important effects leading to bias (e.g. by simulation and comparison to real trees), finding ways to reduce the bias (e.g. by filtering, improved QSMs) or use TLS in enhanced allometric models.
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Appendix

See Figs. A.1–A.5 and Tables A.1 and A.2.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prune</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>boolean parameter indicating whether the tree should be pruned at a defined envelope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>levels</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>number of branching levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.45</td>
<td>relative length of child branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lengthV</td>
<td>0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.02</td>
<td>variation in the relative length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branches</td>
<td>0, 30, 10, 10</td>
<td>number of branches per parent element on each level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveRes</td>
<td>10, 7, 7, 3</td>
<td>curvature resolution of a tree element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curve</td>
<td>0, –50, 0, 0</td>
<td>angle of the end of the branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveV</td>
<td>10, 50, –30, 0</td>
<td>variation of curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveBack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>curvature parameter to produce s-shaped branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseSplits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>number of splits of the stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segSplits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>number of splits per branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitAngle</td>
<td>10, 10, 10, 0</td>
<td>angle of the branch splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitAngleV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>variation in the branch splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale</td>
<td>from NFI data</td>
<td>tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaleV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>variation in the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attractUp</td>
<td>–2</td>
<td>upward growth tendency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>general tree shape id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseSize</td>
<td>from NFI data</td>
<td>fractional branchless area at tree base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>from NFI data</td>
<td>ratio of the radius of the stem base to the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>tapering of the stem and branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratioPower</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>reduction of the child branch diameter compared to parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downAngle</td>
<td>45, 45, 90, 45</td>
<td>angle between the child branch and the parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downAngleV</td>
<td>0, –50, 10, 10</td>
<td>variation in downAngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotate</td>
<td>140, 140, 140, 77</td>
<td>the angle of the child branch around the axis of the parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotateV</td>
<td>20, 20, 20</td>
<td>variation in rotate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>trunk scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaleV0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>variation in scale0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneWidth</td>
<td>from NFI data</td>
<td>ratio of crown diameter to the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneWidthPeak</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>location of the largest crown diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prunePowerHigh</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>shape of the upper part of the tree crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prunePowerLow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>shape of the lower part of the tree crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneRatio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>strength of pruning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>the resolution along the curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startCurv</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>the angle between vertical and the starting direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table A.2
Parameters used to define the tree model (description according to Weber and Penn (1995) and the add-on documentation) for the trees composing the understory layer.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>prune</td>
<td>True</td>
<td>boolean whether the tree should be pruned at a defined envelope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>levels</td>
<td>1, 2, 3</td>
<td>number of branching levels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>length</td>
<td>1, 0.3, 0.6, 0.45</td>
<td>relative length of child branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lengthV</td>
<td>0, 0, 0, 0</td>
<td>variation in the relative length</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>branches</td>
<td>0, 30, 10, 10</td>
<td>number of branches per parent element on each level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveRes</td>
<td>10, 7, 7, 3</td>
<td>curvature resolution of a tree element</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curve</td>
<td>0, –50, 0, 0</td>
<td>angle of the end of the branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveV</td>
<td>90, 90, –30, 0</td>
<td>variation in curve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>curveBack</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>curvature parameter to produce s-shaped branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseSplits</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>number of splits of the stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>segSplits</td>
<td>0, 0, 0, 2</td>
<td>number of splits per branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitAngle</td>
<td>10, 10, 10, 10</td>
<td>angle of the branch splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>splitAngleV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>variation in the branch splitting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scale</td>
<td>defined as parameter</td>
<td>tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaleV</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>variation in the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>attractUp</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>upward growth tendency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>shape</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>general tree shape id</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>baseSize</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>fractional branchless area at tree base</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratio</td>
<td>0.03/10</td>
<td>ratio of the radius of the stem base to the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>taper</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>tapering of the stem and branches</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ratioPower</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>reduction of the child branch diameter compared to parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downAngle</td>
<td>45, 45, 90, 45</td>
<td>angle between the child branch and the parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>downAngleV</td>
<td>0, –50, 10, 10</td>
<td>variation in downAngle</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotate</td>
<td>140, 140, 140, 77</td>
<td>the angle of the child branch around the axis of the parent branch/stem</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rotateV</td>
<td>0, 0, 10, 0</td>
<td>variation in rotate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(continued on next page)
### Table A.2 (continued)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Parameter description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>scale0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>trunk scaling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>scaleV0</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>variation in scale0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneWidth</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>ratio of crown diameter to the tree height</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneWidthPeak</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>location of the largest crown diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prunePowerHigh</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>shape of the upper part of the tree crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prunePowerLow</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>shape of the lower part of the tree crown</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pruneRatio</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>strength of pruning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>bevelRes</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>the bevel resolution of the curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>resU</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>the resolution along the curves</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>startCurv</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>the angle between vertical and the starting direction</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. A.1. Bias of QSM volume estimates in simulated forest environments with geometric scanning for merchantable wood for different stem numbers of understorey trees per Hectare (nUs) and combined scanner locations (n scan positions). The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimates resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.
Fig. A.2. Bias of QSM volume estimates in simulated forest environments with L-system scanning for merchantable wood for different stem numbers of understorey trees per Hectare (nUs) and combined scanner locations (n scan positions). The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimates resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.
Fig. A.3. Bias of QSM volume estimates in simulated forest environments with geometric scanning for small tree parts (< 7 cm diameter) for different stem numbers of understorey trees per Hectare (nUs) and combined scanner locations (n scan positions). The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimates resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.
Fig. A.4. Bias of QSM volume estimates in simulated forest environments with L-system scanning for small tree parts (< 7 cm diameter) for different stem numbers of understorey trees per Hectare (nUs) and combined scanner locations (n scan positions). The blue dots represent the mean deviations of QSM volume estimates based on tree point clouds and the whiskers represent the range of volume estimates resulting from the use of different QSM starting parameters.
Fig. A.5. Point density on tree surface in simulated forest environments scanned with L-system for different stem number of understory trees per Hectare (nUs) and combined scanner locations (n scan positions). The blue dots indicate the number of points on the tree surface (point density). The green line is a "loess" smoothing line on the data (R Core Team, 2017).
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